Mobile Phone-22nd Century Edition

My mobile phone design is most useful for people who don't like carrying the device around in their pockets. It would basically be a very small and comfortable ear piece, and it would also come with a peripheral remote with a screen, which you don't have to carry at all time's. The remote will act like a finding mechanism and can also be used to write messages, play games etc.

(I don't have a scanner so couldn't actually draw it)

If you want to make a call, you just say the keyword which will turn the voice recognition mechanism of the ear piece on, and then just say the name, or number of who you want to call. The keyword is there so that you don't accidentally call someone without meaning to, and should be a word not used in everyday life. The phone will also have a bright light on the side which starts blinking every time its in use, so that other people know that you are on the phone and not just talking to yourself. Anytime a call comes the phone will let you know by playing whatever ring tone you set and saying the persons name if you have them on your contacts list. You can even put the phone on sleep, in which case you will not be disturbed, or just take it off.

The remote can be used for any function which requires a keyboard and screen (sms, games, appointments etc.). You can also use it to locate your ear piece, as at the press of a button the ear piece will start making a very loud noise and the light on it will start blinking, so it can be easily found. You can also use the remote to store numbers
when currently on a call. You can set appointments and alarms either by using the remote or by just speaking into the ear piece and you will be informed of the event through the ear piece. The basic usage of the phone though, will be by voice recognition.

This phone is most suitable for people who don't like having to carry a lot of things in their pockets. It is also private and silent as only you can hear it ring. It is also for people who mainly use their phone as a phone, you can use it for other things, but then you have to carry the remote which defeats its purpose. In short my idea is to make the phone small and comfortable, and turn its usage back into just being a phone.